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thomas A curtis and jeffrey hill the pearl of great price
comprehensive concordance salt lake city utah hawkes
publications 1973 190 pp
ap 295
2.95
295
reviewed by james R harris assistant professor of ancient scriptures
at brigham young university

since the 1961 publication of lynn M hilton s concordance of the pearl of great price went unnoticed by authors
curtis and hill they assumed that they were writing a book
which had never been written before hilton s concordance
not only predates the work of curtis and hill by thirteen years
but it is also a more accurate tool for scriptural study
inclusion of historical information on tiie
tile
the whole pearl of
great price as well as each individual book therein is a valuable
contribution of the curtis hill publication however some
soine areas
of the narrative are misleading because vital bits of information
were not included
the authors discuss three major
maior editions of the pearl of
malor
great price naming elders franklin D richards and james
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talmage as editors of the first and last 1902 edition but
failing to identify orson pratt as the editor of the 1878 edition
E

their assigning

specific dates to revelations received by
ancient prophets is a precarious practice
they made no attempt to identify the book of moses as
part of the inspired revision of the bible the absence of this
information made it difficult for then
themi to explain why the
1878 edition was more complete than the 1851 edition in
the process of revising the book of genesis joseph smith revised his revision and revised his revised revision before he
was satisfied with the results the 1878 book of moses was
mainly a product of that third and most
mosi complete revision
by the prophet consequently it was more complete than the
see BYU studies 8 summer 1968 ap
1851 edition
pp 361
curtis and hill should have looked for a more cur377 382.
382
582
rent treatment of this problem than the 1955 pioneer publication of dr james R clark
oark story of the pearl of great price
dark
while clark
oark s book is still a valuable source several areas have
dark
been superseded by two decades of additional research
the authors seem unaware that we do not have all of the
book of Abra
harn
hain they also suggest that the 24th chapter of
abraham
matthew was not published until 1851 when it was a popular
see BYU
broadside prior to 1851 probably in 1835
summer
studies 12 durni
surni
ner 19721
pp 505
1972 ap
50577
the following errors in the concordance listings in the
comprehensive concordance are illustrative not exhaustive

the

most prevalent error was the many times a reference was listed two three or four times when it needed listing only once for example on page 27 under beloved
moses 42 was listed twice when it needed listing only once
see also pages 13 26 52
52.
2
there are numerous mistakes in references instead
of moses 526 the listing reads moses 525 these errors are
found as frequently as every four or five pages
3
several references are out of their proper order for
example on page 27 under being JS 267 precedes JS 258
and JS 232 precedes the whole book of abraham
4
added to these mistakes are a number of typographical
errors in the words following the references
1

on the positive side of the ledger the curtis and hill con-

cordance
cor dance is readily available to the student of scripture while
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the better hilton book is out of print their paragraphs are
brief and to the point so the reader s endurance is not taxed
size wise the volume is a handy companion to the average
triple combination there are a number of references in curtis and hill that are not listed in hilton s work as on page 43
under desire JS 215 unfortunately there are also many
references in hilton completely left out of the curtis hill publi
lication
possibly the most redeeming characteristic of the curtis hill
work is an inclusion of specific leads to hyphenated forms
synonyms and variations in tense person and so forth for
example note the following
AFFECTION see compassion feeling for
see after afterward following
the inclusion of common words such as also am a an are
art as at be etc in the main concordance or in a special section in the back of the book may
luay be considered an advantage
inay
or a nuisance according to personal preference
the problems of this new volume point up the need of reprinting the hilton concordance if that is not forthcoming
the curtis hill book is better than none

afterwards
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